NO BURN – NO BURY
ZERO WASTE INTERNATIONAL MEETING
15-17th September FLORENCE, ITALY

SATURDAY 15/09

*At Dopolavoro Ferrovieri, Via Alamanni, 4/A*

09:15 Presentation of the Zero Waste International Meeting

**Rossano Ercolini** from the Italian Zero Waste network

**ZERO IMPACT**
09:30  **Moderator:** Valeria Nardi, coordinator Committee  Fi Po Pt

Dr Gino Carpentiero and Dr Gianluca Garetti, Democratic medicine
Paola Negri, activist of the network for the defense of breastfeeding

10:30  **Roberto Menichetti** “Abitanti a piede libero” Alterpiano Ato Toscana centro

Vittorio Bencini Alterproposte Ato Toscana Costa

**WHAT TO DO WITH MUNICIPALITIES FAILING TO ACHIEVES OBJECTIVES OF SEPARATE COLLECTION**
11:20  **Marco Beneforti**, WWF Toscana

11:40  Round table with administrators and decision-makers

Renzo Crescioli, Advisor for the Environment in the province of Florence

Maura Cavallaro, Advisor for Environment in the province of Lucca

**BUILDING “DISTRICTS FOR REUSE AND RECYCLING”**
14:30 Reuse and recycling districts as common spaces?

Fabrizio Bertini, Coord Ato Toscana Centro

**GOOD PRACTICES IN REUSE AND RECYCLING**
14:50  Moderator: **Rossano Ercolini**
Riccardo Ferraresi – Ri. Techno
Association PC Donato, Pisa

Amina Santi, responsible for Caritas in the Reuse center in Capannori

Camila Piccinini, designer of reuse and repair centers

Enzo Scalia, Interseroh trading of primary and secondary materials

Romano Franchi, mayor of Marzabotto

Claudio Tedeschi, responsible of the project “Borgo Ecologico d’Europa”

Rossano Ercolini, Coordinator of Zero Waste Research Center in Capannori

16:30 Examples of Extended Producer Responsibility

Gigi Perinello, Astorflex, project “Ragionari con I Piedi”

Pietro Angelini, Effecorta and association Pensiero laterale

17:20 Debate

18:10 Manifesto for the construction of reuse and recycling districts in Parco Agricolo della Piana

SUNDAY 16/09
At Dopolavoro Ferrovieri, Via Alamanni, 4/A

ZERO WASTE GOOD PRACTICES
9:30 Presentations

Moderation: Gianluca Garetti and Rossano Ercolini

Matteo Fiorentini, vice-mayor of Montespertoli

Alessio Ciacci, Advisor for environment in Capannori

Patrizia Lo Sciuto, Coordinator of Zero Waste Italy

Franco Matrone, Zero Waste network from Vesubio area

Antonino Esposito, project of Zero Waste hotel in Capri

Gianluca Fioretti, President of the association of Virtuous municipalities

Massimo Piras, representing the Zero Waste network in Lazio

Francesco Caravella, president of capitanate for Zero Waste (Fg)

Concetta Matia, director of A.n.pas
THE STRUGGLE AGAINST SUBSIDIES TO INCINERATION: THE CASE OF TORINO and ACERRA-NOLA

12:30 Gianfranco Drogo, Secretary general of Diritto al Futuro
Tomaso Esposito, Diritto al futuro
Claudio Tamburini, Diritto al futuro

13:14:30 Lunch

COMMON STRATEGIES FOR COMMON GOODS
14:30 Moderator Antonio Andreotti and Fabrizio Bertini
Massimo Bani, Movement for Public access to Water
Tiziano Cardosi, No Tunnel TAV
Andrea Biagioni, No ampliamento Aeroporto
Cristiano Lucchi, Florence 10+10
Don Santoro, Community le Piagge
Lorenzo Bargellini, Movimento lotta per la casa
Laura Benati, Comitato No privatizzazione Ataf
Franco Matteoni, Comitato No progetto terza corsia Fi mare

19:30 Performance Studio Alterpiano Family: Un’assurda storia di monnezza

MONDAY 17/09
At Villa Ruspoli, Piazza Indipendenza, 8

10:00 START OF FORUM FOR THE ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH AND EMPLOYMENT

11:30 CONFERENCE PRESS WITH INTERNATIONAL ZERO WASTE DELEGATION

15:00 Open meeting with local movements and political groups

17:00 10 STEPS TO ZERO WASTE IN EUROPE & IN THE WORLD

Tommaso Sodano, vice-mayor of Naples
Enzo Favoino, Scuola Agraria del Parco di Monza
Paul Connett, Emeritus Professor of Saint Lawrence University
Joan Marc Simon, coordinator of GAIA and Zero Waste Europe

Rodrigo Sabatini, Novociclo & Zero Waste Brasil

Stefania Mohedano, Zero Waste Brasil

Pal Martenson, Zero Waste Sweden

Moderator: Gianluca Ferrara

For more information contact: altermeeting@zerowasteeurope.eu

ORGANISERS: